FUNDING


- TLS: Towards a Macroson for Science Policy Decision Making. NSF SES-0757811 (Ironode. Katy Börner, Weibo Huang, Kevin Boyack), $399,870
2008.01.01 - 2010.12.31.


- SGER/Collaborative Research: Mapping the Structure and Evolution of Sustainability Science Research: NSF CBET-0919336 (Katy Börner & Luis M. A. Bettencourt), $154,197) 2009.01.01 - 2010.12.31.

- Informatics Infrastructure for Vector-Based Neuroanatomical Atlases, NIH R01 (Katy Börner, Gullif, APO, Bunge, David Newman, Seth Bletter, Larry Swanson & Richard Thompson, $250,000) 2009.06.01 - 2014.05.31.

- Accuracy of Models for Mapping the Medical Sciences, NIH SBIR R01 2009-01 (TOC 013) Contract (Katy Börner, Kevin W. Boyack & Richard Klavans), $249,713) 2009.09.01 - 2010.06.28.

- Faculty mentor for Mapping the International Evolution of Collaboration Networks on Patents Granted to Universities around the World. NSF SES-0825915 (Margaret Clements), $239,642) 2009.09.01 - 2011.08.31.

- The National Research Network: VIVO: Enabling National Networking of Scientists, NIH U2R01 2009-01 (Mike Conroy) $505,548
2009.09.01 - 2011.08.31.

- Analyzing and Mapping the Interdisciplinarity of NSF Proposals. NSF Contract (Katy Börner, $24,909) 2010.04.01 - 2010.10.31.


- Sourcing the Experts: Distributed Social Networks for Privacy-Aware Knowledge Sharing. 2010 ACSR Internal Research Grant (Katy Börner, Johan Boiten, Apu Kakadiya & Filippo Menczer, $19,999) 2010.07.01 - 2011.06.30.


- A Journal-Driven Bibliography of Digital Humanities. NEH Award (Subcontract to Brown University, $15,000) 2010.01.01 - 2012.06.30.

Cyberinfrastructure for Network Science Center
School of Library and Information Science, Indiana University
1220 East 10th Street, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

You are invited to join us for two hours of great food, drinks, and fun!

All ages, look and sake, and high-resolution videos are welcome at http://info.indiana.edu/entertainment/060923-100723/dine.html

James S. McDonnell Foundation
USDA
Indiana University Library
Indiana University及
National Science Foundation
VIVO Enabling National Networking of Scientists

VIVO Gallery: http://vivo.library.indiana.edu/gallery.html

VIVO Activity: View Bio: Jennifer R. S. Coffey (design), Kaveh Elhia, Justin Peters (ArGIS) and Katy Börner (concept)

VIVO Co-Author Visualization. Created by Ask Pridgen Gongay, Chihlan Tank (programming), Nami Ma (data acquisition), Elisa F. Hardy Algodj (design), Micah Loomis and Katy Börner (concept)

VIVO National Conference Attendee. Created by Jennifer R. S. Coffey (design), Valerie I. Davis (data acquisition) and Katy Börner (concept)

VIVO Team at All Seven Main Installations. Created by Jennifer R. S. Coffey (design), Valerie I. Davis (data acquisition) and Katy Börner (concept)

A Semantic Landscape of the Last.fm Music Folksonomy. Created by Joseph Biberstein, Russell J. Dubon, Katy Börner, Elisa F. Hardy, CNCS, Indiana University, and Angelou Stefanou, DeepState University


Mapping Science Exhibit

April 15, 2009-December 18, 2009. Media X, Wallenberg Hall, Stanford University, Stanford, CA

February 2010-June 2010. Marston Science Library, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL

See http://scimaps.org for information on poster exhibits.

Events

NSF/JSIF Workshop on Mapping of Science and Semantic Web, Indiana University. Organizers: Katy Börner, Ying Ding and Peter Fox, March 4-5, 2010

NIH Workshop on Identifiers and Disambiguation in Scholarly Work, Gainesville, FL, Organizers: Katy Börner and Mike Corson, March 19-20, 2010

Models of Science Dynamics—Encounters between Complexity Theory and the Social Sciences, Edited by Andreas Schmitz, Katy Börner, and Peter van den Besselaar. Author meeting at the VVS, Amsterdam, June 7, 2010.


Cyberinfrastructure Developed

Scholarly Database (SDB)
http://sdb.wis.indiana.edu/

InfoVis Cyberinfrastructure (IHC)
http://infovis.iu.edu/

Cyberinfrastructure Shells (CiSheII)
http://cishell.iu.edu

Cyberinfrastructure CIChell Integration partner
http://textrend.org

Network Workbench (NWB)
http://nwbi.iub.indiana.edu

Science of Science Cyberinfrastructure and Sci2 Tool
http://soc2.iu.edu

Epidemics Cyberinfrastructure (EpIC)
http://epic.iu.edu